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On November 20, 1975 Supreme Court Justice Harry Blackmun, sitting as

circuit justice, ruled that the news media constitutionally could be prohibited

from making public the prior record.or confessions of a criminal defendant

before his trial.
1

The decision marked the first time a Supreme Court justice

upheld a prior restraint on the press during a criminal proceeding, and it

came as the climax to a 15 year struggle by the courts to fulfill the commend

of the First Amendment--that government shall make no law abridging freedom

of the press--and the command of the Sixth Amendment--that the accused be

guaranteed a speedy and public-trial by an impartial jury.

The struggle burst into the open in 1961 when the Supreme Court in

Irvin v. Dowd reversed a state criminal conviction solely oathe ground of
2

prejudicial pre-trial publicity. The easuing years brought three other

major decisions in the same vein,
3

spawning four separate studies by the

American Bar Associatian4 and creation by news reporters of a special

committee to protect the media's interest in fair trial-free press clashes.

The Blackmun decision has iocused attention on the essential question

at the base of the ABA reports and the court decisions: Is a direct restraint

on the press in a criminal proceeding ever necessary, or are other alternatives,

perhaps not as certain to prevent pre-trial publicity, ;levertheless adequate

and less likely to undermine fundamental constitutional principles?

To answer this requires at least four major steps: defining why pre-

trial publicity is a problem; identifying alternative remedies; analyzing the

legality of direct press restraints; and finally examining the viebility of

less severe alternatives. Underlying all of this must necessarily be some

notions about the First Amendment and the role of the press in fulfilling the

purpose of that amendment.
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I. The Problem

The case which came to Justice Blackmun naturally serves as a good

illustration of how the fair trial-free press dilemma evolved. On Oct. 19,

1975 Ervin Charles Simants of Sutherland Nebraska was arrested and charged

with the murder of six people and with the attempted sexual assault on one

of those victims. During an October 22 preliminary hearing with a number of

reporters present testimony was taken from several witnesses including

three who testified that Simants had admitted the killings. One of the

three was a law officer. That same day the county court issued an order

enjoining the press from reporting any information about the case other than

as set forth in informal guidelines that had been adopted by same of the

state's papers and the,bar _- association. The court believed that release of

the iafo on could so prejudice prospective jurors that no trial could

be held in Lincoln County, scene of the crime.

On October 27 the District Court terminated the county court's order

and substituted its own. .This order, eventually appealed to Blackmun, held

that prior to empaneling a jury, the press could not report any confession

to law officers, statements against interest by the defendant to third parties

and information about the court's restrictions.

In Nebraska Press Association v. Stuart,Blackmun modified this order

somewhatbut he declined to stay that portion prohibiting publication of

"certain facts that strongly implicate the accused. A confession or

statement against interest is the'paradigm,
n5

Blackmun said. He explained

his reasoning:
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A prospective juror Who has read or heard of the donfession or
statement repeatedly in the news may well be unable to form
independent judgment as to the guilt or innocence from the evi-
dence adduced at trial....There also may be facts that are not
necessarily implicative but that are highly prejudicial as for
example, facts associated with the accused's criminal record
if he has one. Certain statements as to the accused's guilt by
those associated with the prosecution might also be prejudicial.
There Is no litmus paper test available;yet some accommodation
of the conflicting interests (of press and justice system)
must be reached. The governing principle is that the facts
are presumed to be in the public domain. The accused, and the
prosecution if it joins him, bears the burden of showing that
publicizifig of particular facts will irreparably impair the
ability of those exposed to them to reach an independent and
impartial judgment.to

Blackmun sent the case back to the Nebraska Supreme Court so it could

determine whether there would be irreparable harm to the trial process if

the press restraints were lifted. Ten days later the state Supreme Court,

following Blackmun's lead, decided the restraints were necessary. It pro-

hibited publication of confessions or statements against interest made by the

defendant to authorities or other third parties except the news media, and

prohibited publication of "other information strongly implicative of the

accused as the perpetrator of the slayings."7

The re3traint on the press was lifted January 8, 1976 after the jury had

been selected and sequestered. Simants was subsequently convicted of all the

.charges.

The Nebraska amoures ruling,while certain to avoid the problem of

prejudicial pre-trial publicity,creates a significant dilemma. It cuts

sharply into the cherished territory of the First Amendment ahd goes against

the current of every major Supreme Court decision over the past 30 years

in the area of press restraints involving news reporting. 8
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Concern about prejUdicing jurors before trial is not a twentieth century

phenomenon. It has existed since the origins of the modern jury system,

since the time jurors were picked precisely because they knew the defendant

and the circumstances of a particular case.

Though having first hand information about a case was a positive attri-

bute for ally juror, this kind of prior knowledge was distinct from another

kind that could be prejudicial. As a result jurors who might be biased

could be excluded from a case. Lord Blackstone wrote that bias could be

inferred if a juror were related to one of the parties, had an interest in

the case or if he were "a party's master, servant, counsellor, steward or

of the same society or corporation with him... 119

In addition Blackstone noted that concern eventually arose over too

much familiarity with a case, even though no specific example of bias could

be shown. Originally thought to be a boon, the fact that jurors came from

the precise locale of the dispute was "overbalanced by another very natural

and almost unavoidable inconvenience: That jurors coming out of the

immediate neighborhood would be apt to intermix thair prejudices and partial-

ities in the trial of right." As a result the requirement that jurors come

from the particular neighborhood of the accused was abOlished, and they were

required to come only from the county at large.
10

Eliminating juror bias, of course, is built into the American constitu-

tional system in the Sixth Amendment, guaranteeing a defendant the right to

a speedy, public trial before an impartial jury. The key element of that

phrase for diacussing press restraints is the "impartial jury." Short of the
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obvious examples Blackstone offers, when is a juror partial? What type of

prior knowledge is likely to be prejudicial and haw is the court to make that

determination?

Scientific corroboration for the premise that prior knowledge means

prejudice is not conclusive. As a result the Supreme Court in its major

decisions dealing with prejudicial pre-trial publicity has relied on a

standard of implied bias.
11

The first of those major decisions, the 1961 Irvin case, primarily

emphasized the means to use in detecting bias among jurors. It was not

aimed at establishing devices to avoid the prejudice beforehand. The court,

through Justice Tom Clark, set ont the manner in Which the courts were to

determine if the defendant had been tried before an unbiased j ry, and set

the standard to use in determining if the constitutional mandate of impar-

tiality had been met.

Voir dire was to be carefully supervised by the trial judge Who was to

decide if jurors could lay aside thibir prejudices. The test Clark said, was

whether "the nature and strength of the opinion formed...raised the presumption

of partiality. H12 By independently evaluating voir dire testimony of the

empaneled jurors, the reviewing court was to decide whether sufficient indices

of impartiality existed. Clark elaborated on this structure:

The theory of the law is that a juror who has formed an opinion
cannot be impartial.

It is not required, however, that jurors be totally ignorant of
facts and issues involved. In.these days of swift and widespread
and diverse methods of communication an importEat case can be
expected to arouse the interest of the publiu in the vicinity and
scarcely any of those best qualified to serve as j7rors will not
have formed some impression or opinion as to the nerits of the
case. This is particularly true in criminal caces. To hold that
the mere existence of any preconceived notion as to the guilt or
innocence of an accused, without more, is sufficient to rebut the
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presumption of a prospective juror's impartiality would be to
establish an impossible standard. It is sufficient if the juror
can lay aside his impression or opinion and render a verdict
based on the evidence presented in court.13

The court then undertook its own examination of voir dire and artic-

ulated a standard for declaring mistrials. They are to be granted if the

trial was held where there was "a pattern of deep and bitter prejudice

shown to be present thoughout ihe community." Noting the statistics--most

itiportantly that 370 of 430 prospective jurors entertained some opinion on

guilt and that eight of 12 impaneled believed defendant was guilty--Clark

stated, "....The finding of impartiality does not meet constitutional

standards.
14

Two years later in Rideau v. Louisiana the court had another opportunity

to apply its prejudice standard. Shortly after his arrest, defendant

Rideau was interviewed in his jail cell on TV, without an attorney, and

flanked by the sheriff and two state troopers. In response to leading

questions by the sheriff he admitted in detail the commission of a robbery,

kidnapping and murder. The issue was whether the defendant received a fair

trial before a jury that included three people who had watched the interview

and two others who were sheriff's deputies in the local parish.

Rideau's attorney failed in his efforts to excuse these jurors for

cause and had used up all of his peremptory challenges. The trial judst

refused to grant a change of venue, a decision upheld by the sttte Supreme

Court. The U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the refusal was a denial of due

process.150

After another two years the Court, in Estes v. Texas again dealt with

the publicity problem, but this time it focused not so much on the pre-trial

aspect as on the effect of television in the court room. The court held that

8
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televising of a criminal proar.oling was inherently prejudicial and granted a

new trial to defendant Estes.1
6

Finally in 1966, as if to say it had had enough, the Court in Sheppard

v. Maxwell direr:tly confronted the cause of the issues raisad in Irvin,

Rideau and Estes. Unlike these decisions which sought to redress the damage

already done, Sheppard attempted to define methods to prevent damage in the

first place.

First the court presented the problem. In this best known of all fair

trial-free preus confrontations the defendant was a Cleveland doctor on

trial for murdering his wife. Selecting publicity highlights during the pre-

trial stage the court nuted:

For months virulent ?ublicity about Sheppard aud the murder had
made the case notorious. Charges and countercharges were aired
in the news media besides those for which Sheppard WAS called to
trial. In addition only three months before the trial, Sheppard
was examined for more than five hours without counsel during a
three-day inquest which ended in a public brawl. The inquest
was televised live from a high school gymnasium seating hundreds
of people.17

The court further noted that a nuMber of news articles "misrepresented

entirel3i the testimony in the case," and that much of the information WAS

willingly given to reporters by the prosecutor.

To curb such excesses the court made the following comments, destined

to become the basis for post...Sheppard press restraints during criminal trials...

The trial court might well have proscribed extra judicial statements
by any lawyer, party, witness or court official which divulged
prejudicial matters, such as the refusal of Sheppard to submit
to interrogation or take any lie detector tests....Given the
pervasiveness of modern communications and the difficulty of
effacing prejudicial publicity from the minds of the jurors, the
trial courts must take strong measures to ensure that the
talance is never weighed against the accused. And appellate
tribunals have the duty to make an independent evaluation of
the circumstances. Of course, there is nothing that proscribes

9
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the press from reporting events that transpire in the court room.
But where there is a reasonable likelihood that prejudicial news
prior to trial will prevent a fair trial, the judge should
continue the case until the threat abatss, or transfer it to
another county not'so permeated with publicity. In addition'
sequesteration of the jury was something the judge should have
raised sua spontewithout request by the attorneys...If publicity
during the proceedings threatens the fairnesb of the trial, a
new trial should be ordered. But we must remeMber that
reversals are but palliatives; the cure lies in'those reme4ial
measures that will prevent the.prejudice at its inception. The
courts must take suCh steps by rule and regulation that will
protr:t their process from prejudicial outside interferences.18

The court at no point advocated direct restraints on the press although

it seemed to leave open the possibility that these might be proper. "We

have consistently required that the press have a free hand, even though we

sometimes deplored its sensationalismt7
.....:C.10.rk_wrote, provided there was

"no threat or menace to the integrity of the trial."19

At another point he said court procedures other than direct restraints

on the press would have been sufficient so Sheppard did not "consider what /

vsanctions might be available against a recalcitrant ass..."2° The obvious

inference is that after one defines "threat or menace" and a "recalcitrant

press" and concludes both exist in a particullx case, then the press may be

restrained.

Gheppard thus seemed to rule out the most extreme alternatives. Clearly,

it rejected the do-nothing solution--the resort to post verdict remedies

for any pre-trial prejudice. And at the same time it did not sanction the

severe remedy of direct restraints on the press. Instead it suggested the

middle ground, imposing restraints on the news sources--the prosecutors,

defense attorneys and court personnel along with other procedures such as

change of venue and sequestering the jury.

1 0
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II. The A%ternative Remedies

The major thrust of Shappard did not ll on deaf ears. In 1968 and

in 1975 the ABA advisory committee ou Fair Trial-Free Press issued reports.

reammmending what the bar could do tc; help curb pre-trial excesses. The 1968

Hinimum Standards Relating to Fair Trial.tFree Press in large part incorporated

the suggestions in Sheppard. They recommended that prosecution and defense

attorneys be prohibited from disclosing six categories of information before

trial: prior criminal records, the possibility of a guilty plea, confessions,

opinion as to guilt or innocence, performance or results of, or refusal to

take any examinations or tests, and the identity, testimony or credibility

of proposed witnesses.
21

. ---
The standards also recommended that law enforcement agencies adopt

guidelines for restricting release arthe same six categories of information. 22

The standards did advocate allowing attorneys and.police to releaae

the name of the accused, the name of the victim, the fact of arrest, the

charges, the date and time of trial, and "quotations from or references to

the court's public record."23

The regulations relating to attorneys have become part of the ABA

Code of Professional Responsibility, DR7-107 A,C, and violation of the rule

is a ground for censure and perhaps disbarment.

The 1968 report does not advocate any direct restraint on the press but

notes instead:

....Particularly during the pre-trial periods, the imposition of
restrictions might stifle desirable discussion of important ziblic
issues and discourage needed criticisms of official conduct.44

The report also counsels Against using contempt power to restrain the

press except "in rare instances."

1 1
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--Recommended Court Procedures--

The 1975 study is devoted exclusively to the use of restrictive orders.

It is to be considered for adoption by the full ABA at its August meeting.

The advisory committee again has stated that it "specifically recommends

against the issuance of any orders whiCh would impose direct restraints.on

the press.

Instead the study recommends that there be standing guidelines adopted

to govern the pre-trial conduct of attorneys, law enforcement officers, judges

and judicial employes "in connection-with the release of information and

pre-trial and trial publicity of crinlinal litigation." The guidelines are

not designed to cover reporters but rather are for their "edification and

guidance."
26

In mddition, the report's major aim is development of procedures to insure

that thcse affected by any order are represented in court before the judge issues

it. The procedures would require the judge to give the public, including

the press, notice of his intention to restrict access or comment. The public

and press also would have the right to object. Findings of fact would be

required to make sure the court first considered less severe alternatives.

The report does not suggest any new methods fot appealing restrictive orders,

. such as automatic stayA pending appeal, or continuance of the proceeding

until the appeal is resolved.

In addition to the ABA studies, bar association and a variety of press

groups in 24 states have established guidelines similar to the ABA's for

reporting on criminal-trials. Compliance with the guidelines is voluntary--

there is no enforcement mechanism by either group and there is no manSatory

membership by lawyers or media in the unofficial organizations that developed

the guidelines.

12
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Many members of the press see these guidelines and bar measures as

futile and even misdirected efforts. And many members, as Jack Landau of

tbe Reporters Committee tor Freedom of the Press has stated, "consider any

prior restraint on publication to be unconstitutional except perhaps in the

narrowcategory of a 'direct immediate and irreparable injury to or clear

and present danger to the national security'... "27

Any "prior restraint" sweeps broadly to include those practices "which

have the effect of a prior restraint because they impose civil or criminal

peralties for publication of court news or because they deny access to public

court proceedings, to public court documents and to public persons involved

in the criminal court system."28 This view seems to advocate total freedom

under the First Amendment for everyone connected with the criminal justice

system, a view certainly curtailed in Sheppard. As Justice Clark outlined,

a court can take a number of steps against those under its jurisdiction

such as lawyers which have the effect of suppressing information. And in

fact, judges would be considered remiss if they did not.

III. The Use and Legality of Direct Restraints

Despite the aeverity of 4irect restraints on the press and the alternatives

suggested in Sheppard and by the ABA, the Reporters Committee found that at

least 39 have been imposed between 1967 and 1975. The committee has not

defined the scope of the restraints but attributes their uee by courts to what

they believe is a misunderstanding of Sheppard. An additional 63 restraints have

been imposed on participants of trials and in 61 other cases court proceedings

have been closed to the public and press.
29

Nome of the orders that have been

appealed by the press has been upheld.3°

13
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On its face, any direct restraint contravenes the First Amendment, and

as a result "any system of prior restraint against the press comes to the

Supreme Court with a heavy,presumption of invalidity."
31

Debate centers on

when, if at all, the presumption can be overcome. On one side are those

who take in essence an absolutist view--espoused most vigorously by Justices

Black and Douglas. Black succinctly stated his proposition in a concurring

opinion in New York Times v. U.S., the case dealing with publication of the

Pentagon papers.

Both the history and language of the Fist Amendment support the
view that the press must be free to publish new:, whatever th
source, without censorship, injunctions or prior restraints.J4

On the other side are those who believe as Justice Blackmun wrote in his

New York Times dissent that the First Amendment "after all is only one part

of an entire Constitution..." 33 To Blackmun and others mhen there is a

clash between parties there must be a "weighing upon properly developed

standards of the broad right of the press to print and of the very narrow

right of the government to prevent."
34

Thus far the Court has said that the press may be restrained:

....only.when the nation is at war during which time no one would
question but that the government might prevent actual obstruction
to its recruiting services or the publication of saging dates or
transports or the number and locations of troops...

Sheppard, as noted, hinted that another narrow exception could be

created for criminal trials. Conjecture by Justice White in Branzburg V.

Hayes, dealing with whether reporters can be compelled to reveal their

sources to grand Juries, seemed to suggest it more directly. Justice White

wrote:

1 4-
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Newsmen have no constitutional right of access to the scenes of
a crime or disaster when the general public is excluded, and they
may be prohibited from attending or publishing information about
trials if sucb restraints are necessary to assure a defendant
a fair trial. 36

This Branzburg suggestion is not without support. As Justice Blackmun

asserted in his New York Times dissent, "First Amendment absolutism never

37
commanded a majority of this court." While that may be true, the government

either state or federal, has yet to prevail before the full court in its effort

to restrain the press in its reporting of news. These efforts were the New

York Times case and Miami Herald v. Tornillo where the court struck down a

Florida statute requiring newspapers to make space available to political

candidates who were criticized either personally or on their official records.

In New York Times, the majority held that the government had not met its

burden of 'showing that publication of the Pentagon papers would be so dele-

terious to the country that they could not be published. In Miami, the Court

held that Florida's statute impermissibly impinged upon the First Amendment.

Chief Justice Burger, who dissented in New York Times, reasoned that

the Florida statute, even though it did not prevent a paper from printing any-

thing, had the same effect as a prior restraint. Burger cloyed tl-le majority

opinion with a statement offering his view of the role of the press:

A newspaper is more than a passive receptacle or conduit for
news, comment and advertising. The choice of material to go
into a newspaper and the decision made as to limitations on
the size and content of the paper and treatment of public
issues and public officials--whether fair or unfair--cansti-
tute the exercise of editorial control and judgment. It has
yet to be demonstrated how government regulation of this
crucial process can be exercised consistent with the First
Amendment guarantees of a free press as they have evolved
to this time.38

New York Times dealt with disclosing public officials,arguable deception

about the nation's foreign policy. Miami involved a public official in the

15
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political sphere. Neither involved a direct clash betWeen two constitutional

amendments. The question in Nebtaska and other press cases is whether thl

same balance in favor of no restraints should be struck when the Sixth Amend-

Ment Rights of one criminal defendant are invtAved. Should the same historical

arguments that have protected the press in these cases be sufficient to over-

come the arguments that can be made on behalf of the single defendant? How

significant is the theoretical loophole left ia Sb4Tard end Branzburg when

matehed against the New York Times and Miami cases and against the detailed

*alternatives suggested in the sane Sheppard case and the ABA reports?

In Times Picayune Publishing Corp. v. Schulingkamp, Justice Powell,

sitting as circuit justice, apparently believed the balance weighed in favor

of the press. He stayed a restrictive order that prohibited reporting of

testimony given in hearings on pre-trial motions until after selection of a

jury. The order also placet other selective restraints on reporting before

and during trial. Citing New York Times and Miami, Powell said the order

could not stand. He found the restrictions to be:

...both pervasive and of uncertain duration. They include
limitations on the timing as well as the content of media
publication. Moreover the court has available alternative

39means for protecting the defendant's right to a fair trial..

When the case came before the full court it was dismissed as moot.

The type of order in Nebraska seems to take into consideration the concerns

of Powell. The order was limited in time--it applied until the trial began.

And the order was limited in scopethe press was prohibited only from printing

confessions or other statements "strongly implicative of the accused."

Looked at in this context, the Nebraska order seems harmless. But it is

not. Restrictive orders, even limited ones, are analogous to being "a little

16
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bit pregnant." Unless the pregnancy is terminated one becomes much

more pregnant. Unless the new, narrow exception is effectively closed off, it

will expand. New York Times columpist Anthony Lewis, who has chided the press

for reacting "self righommusly" and "hysterically" to the Blackmun ruling,

nevertheless exprt'Aaes this conearn. Re wrote in his regular New York Times

column:

A decision confined tl those (Nebraska) facts would be one thing--
a highly emotional crime, a real risk of community prejudice,
brief and narrow press restraints. But if those can be stopped
by injunction may not other courts not start enjoining stories
alleged to be potentially libelous or damaging to national
security? 40

He cited one case that already had gone beyond a criminal proceeding.

In early December, 1975, a federal judge in Kansas City said he would consider

banning publication of a newspaper column critical of anti-trust litigation

unless the paper withheld it voluntarily. The column had already appeared in

a trade paper.
41

Overbroad restraints present a procedural as well as substantive problem.

Under the current law, decided by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit

in U.S. v. Dickinson, the press must obey a restrictive order even if it

could not withstand even "the slightest breeze emanating from the First Amend-

ment." Reporters recourse is to appeal the order or face contempt. 42 The

Supreme Court denied certiori in Dickinson. As a result, if reporters and

editors believe an order is invalid and believe that the prohibited information

0
is valuable to the reader they are faced with an acute dilemma. To obey the

order and win on appeal is not likely to be helpful because the proceedings

will be over before the appeal. To violate the order subjects reporters and

editors to contempt and possible jailing.

A further and perhaps more important danger with direct restraints--even

one as narrow as ths Nebraska orderis that each serves as the seed for

17
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substantially undermining the role of the press under the First Amendment.

Without an unrestrained press, Justice Black said in New York Times, the

First Amendment cannot give the protections it is designed to give. He wrote:

In the First Amendment the Founding Fathers gave the free press
the protection it must have to fulfill its essential role in
our democracy. The press VAX to serve the governed, not the
governors. The government's power to censor the press was
Abolished so that the pccss would remain forever free to
censure the government.q'

While in a particular case, such as Nebraska, the prohibited information

may not be crucial to the public's understanding of the case, in other cases

the prohibited information may be reflective of abuse within the system.

State and lower federal courts have recognized the importance of the press

in covering legal proceedings, a factor noted in a special brief to the Supreme

Court in Nebraska prepared by a number of major press groups. These include-

the New York Times, NBC and Philadelphia Newspapers, Inc. In a compilation

of 17 state and lower federal court decisions from these courts since 1893,

the press groups point out that a variety of limits sought to be imposed on

the press have been held to be unconstitutional or otherwise void.
44

The Supreme Court has also recognized the significance of the press in

covering trials. In Sheppard the Court concluded:

A responsible press has always been regarded as the handmaiden
of effective judicial administration, expecially in the criminal
field. Its function in this regard is documented by an impres-
sive record of service over several centuries. The press does
not simply publish information about trials but guards against
the miscarriage of justice by subjecting the police, prosecutors
and judicial processes to extensive public scrutiny and criticism.. 45

The role of the press, then, in large part is to searCh, to probe, to

uncover, and the decision whether to publish the fruits of its labors is an

editorial decision and must remain,as Justice Burger said in Miami a matter of

"editorial control and judgment." To understand any particular judgment

18
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requires some understanding of the-process of news reporting, a process alien

to most non-journalists. Simply because a newspaper obtains information does

not mean it will be published. Just as lawyers sod judges are accustomed to

balancing factors as they decide legal issues, so reporters and editors are

accustomed to balancing factors as they decide whether to print a story. And

when the factors are considered not all stories and all facts are Printed.

A story concerning a criminal defendant is no different from any other.

Though the story, at bottom, deals with the life of one individual it has

a significant public aspect. As Sheppard noted, it reveals at minimum if law

enforcement practices in a certain area are effective and applied with an even

hand, and the story can expose for public view the workings of the criminal

justice system. As the facts . me to light they must be weighed to assess

their importance in the context of What is happening. To a newspaper or

radio or TV station the principal factor is the public's right aad need to

know. The potential effect of a story on court processes is at best a secondary

consideration. In the context of a criminal trial the most serious problems

arise when newspapers, radio or TV must decide whether to publish the prior

background of the defendant or any confession he might have made.because this

information is considered to be the most prejudeial.

Publishing defendant's prior record is supported by the press because

reporters and editors believe such information is an indication of how the

laws are administered. Who the accused is may bear on how he is treated by

the authorities. For example if an alleged leader of organized crime is

arrested and freed on his own recognizance despite a number of past brushes

with the law, then it can be argued that the public ought to know all of these

facts so it can comment promptly on the propriety of the magistrate's action.
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On the other hand if a first offender who is young and black is givan high

bail, the fact of his lack of a prison record is important in assessing the

reasonableness of the magistrate's action.

Admittedly not every defendant's prior record raises the potential news

items the hypotheticals suggest. It could be argued, therefore, that some

defendants are harmed for no public purpose if their prioi records have been

revealed When this information is not newsworthy, and might even be kept out of

evidence at trial. The response is that a newspaper could make the decision

not to print the prior record precisely because it believes it is not news-

worthy. But consistent with the Court's First Amendment opiniosa, it should be

the paper's choice to publish or not. Furthermore, even if the prior record

is published before trial and potential jurors read it, they could be excused

during voir dire. Alternatively, if they were not excused, jury studies

suggest that evidence brought out at the trial can negate the prejudicial

effect on the jurors of the adverse publicity.

Confessions and other items that may be evidence in a case are different

from prior records in one important respect. Their authenticity cannot be

determined as easily as information about a prior record. Consequently, they

ought to be treated differently by the press. The basic questions that any

responsible reporter asks hirself about this type of information relates to its

reliability. Who gave it to him? Is he a reputable source? Can the information

be checked? Unless the answer is 'yes' to those questions, the information

should not be printed or broadcast. Obviously such restraint is not present

in all cases, and irresponsible reporting occurs. In their Nebraska brief,

the press groups acknowledge -- as would any reporter or editor -- that not all

members of the-press would reach the same decision an whether to publish. But
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they argue that making these decisions is precisely what the Court means by

tbe right to exercise editorial control and judgment.

The existence of verified confessions and their use or nonuse by author-

ities may be reported when this information arouses suspicion of unfair dealings.

The Nebraska press groups illustrate t.his point persuasively in their brief;

If a sitting public official is accused of a crime, the press
may well serve the public by writing about the hearing and the-
failure to introduce the confession at the hearing...And if a
confession is made at a pre-trial hearing and the press has
reason to believe--or to inquire into the possibility--that
the other more powerful but thus far unaccused figures may
be culpable, the Public may well be served by continued public
scrutiny of the bona fides of the conf,,sion. The last
hypothetical, of course, is Watergai4e."

Despite all of the arguments against imp.:zition of direct restraints,

the theory still remains that anot.her exception to the First Amendment can

be created to go along side of the national security exception. A consider-

ation equally as important as the legal hypothesis behind such restraints is

whether they are, in fact, necessary to meet the command of the Sixth Amend-

ment. An answer to this question, it seems, would help resolve the problem

of whether prior restraints are supportable in law, for if it can be shown that

less reatrictive alternatives uill suffice to insure a defendant a fair trial,

then one of the important criteria for imposing a direct restraint--that

irreparable harm occurs without it--cannot be met. What is required, therefore,

is an examination of these other alternatives to determine if they, as well,

are supportable in law and effective in practice.

IV. The Viability of Less Restrictive Alternatives

The alternatives to direct restraints mean either no restraints on anyone,

even lawyers and police, or restraints only on those who are at the source of the

information. The first proposition--no restraints on press, lawyers or police--

was,prior to 21
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Sheppard, the prevailing situation. The remedy for Sixth Amendment violations

was granting new trials, a costly alternative. The press position that this

policy should still prevail, while helpful to them perhaps, is simply not

realistic. The courts after Sheppard Are no longer going to accept this, at

least as it applies to those directly under their control such as lawyerEL

Even the press groups do not seem to go this far in their Nebraska brief.

Implicit in their discussion. of Sheppard is acceptance of the control mechanisms

set forth by Justice Clark.

But also implicit in their argument is recognition of reporters' right-to

keep pursuing information. They have a right to ask questions. They do not

have a right to an answer. And it is at that point--the time for the answer--

that the efforts of the.courts and bar associations come into play.. This is

essentially the Sheppard view, later backed by the ABA in its reports, and it

is these suggestions that require the most careful consideration. For this

middle alternative of trying to police the source of information along with

other procedural remedies seems to hold the most promise for giving a defendant

a public and fair trial but preserving the essence of the press role under the

First Amendment.

The most formalized neans for controlling sources of information are the

ABA recommendations relating to attorneys. As stated above the 1968 recommen-

dations have become part of the Code of Professional Responsibility, DR7-107

(A) through (C), end violation of the rules in theory could lead to censure or

disbarment. DR7-107 (B) is the key section, containing information prosecution

and defense cannot make public, from the time of filing a complaint, information

or indictment or arrest until the trial begins or the case ends without trial.

The idea behind such a rule, of course, is that if the source of information
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will not release what he or she has, then newspapers have nothing to print

and radio and TV nothing to broadcast.

Clearly this concept raises two problems: infringing upon the First

Amendment rights of the attorneys and undercutting the opportunity of the

press to engage in full, free and public discussion. DR7-107 already has come

under at least one legal attack. The Chicago Council of Lawyers claimed that

the rule, along with less precise local rules based on DR7-107,was too sweeping

in its proscriptions, violating the attorneys First Amendment rights.
47

In

a detailed opinion dissecting the rules one by one, the Court of Appeals for

the 7th Circuit upheld the constitutionality of DR7 -107 (B) --the section pros-

cribing comment on certain subjects.

Similar restrictions on law enforcement agencies, recommended by the ABA,

have 'not been adopted formally in any state or national code, although the U.S.

Attorney General has issued guidelines on release of information before trial

for his own personnel. The ABA committee sees the law enforcement guidelines

as virtually Mandatory, noting that:

Study of the reported decisions together with the field work and
newspaper content analysis leave little doubt that the overwhelming
majority of potentially prejudicial pre-trial disclosures emanate
from police and other law enforcement sources. Indeed,in many
communities such disclosures have bf.,.me almost routine. To
restrict attorneys alone under these circumstances wouldAe to lock
the window while leaving the front door invitingly open."'

Enforcement of the ABA recommendations by police officers, the court or

bar associations has been spotty or non-existent. The bar, in particular, has

had a poor record of keeping its own house in order. Prior to enactment of

DR7-107,Canon 20 of the Canons of Professional Ethics existed, proscribing

comments that may interfere with a fair trial and otherwise prejudice the

due administration of justice. Canon 20 was almost never enforced but not
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because of an absence of violations. A 1967 ABA-sponsored stuey by the

Association of the Bar of New York City states:

...(I)nstances are legion and well known to the public in which
prosecutors have leaked to the news media alleged confessions,
statements that a case is open and shut...Certain defense counsels
have persisted in trying,Aheir nases in the press, over the
radio and on television.'

More recent examples of attorney excesses exist in the 1975 case of

. Joan Little, tried for the murder of jail guard Clarence Alligood in Washington,

N.C., and in the pre-trial legal proceedings in robbery trial in early 1976

of Patricia Hearst. In both of these instances prosecution and defense re-

peatedly offered themselves to the press for interviews, often giving opinions

and their explanations for What they believed was happening in court. There

seem to have been clear violations of the ABA disciplinary rules, yet no

authorities within the bar or criminal justice system warned these attorneys

that such conduct might have professional consequences.

At present, there seems to be no enforcement of DR7-107, no threat of

punishment to attorneys who violate it. There is likewise no threat of sanction

to law enforcement officials or court employes who violate the AM-suggested

guidelines because most state and local agencies have not formally adopted

them, let alone any disciplinary measures for their breach.

In theory strict enforcement of DR7-107 and adoption by law enforcement

agencies of the ABA recommendations could curb pre-trial publicity, making

stories harder to come by. This, however, is only the theory. Rarely do all

sources dry up. Any reporter will admit that usually there is someone,

some place with access to informatAon Who will divulge it, often to serve his

own end. What's more, reporters will keep asking even if sources are initially

unwilli, co talk.
2 4
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In its field study that preceded the Fair Trial-Free Press reCommendations,

the ABA committee verified that reporters will ask for information even when

they know the sources should remain silent. The committee found that all of

the newspapers questioned would continue to seek restricted information in at

least some circumstances and three-fourths in all circumstances.
50

Once ob-

tained, it is likely the information would be printed.

If such is the case, it would seem to support the Nebraska Supreme Court

view,--a direct restraint would be the only remedy to.insure a fair trial.

'Furthermore, this situation suggests suggests that nevevrevarters are rather

unsavory people who actively . encourage others to violate their ethics for

the sake of a good story.

When separately analyzed, however, these two assertions do not necessarily

follow. Despite the likelihood of leaks from sources, the other alternatives

short of direct restraints can curb pre-trial publicity problems. This view

comes from re-examinang the parties' concerns during pre-trial and the assump-

tions underlying tilem.

'The principal concern, of course, is to prevent prospective jurors from

being infected by prejudicial publicity v'efore trial, and the assumption is

that once the dangerous materialthe prior record or alleged confession--is

published, the damage has been done. It is important here to make the distinc-

tion between plain reporting of facts and propagandizing. The former is a simple

.statement, perhaps paragraph, listing Zhe defendant's prior record. The latter

is printing or broadcasting stories that go into great detail About past convic-

tions, running the stories day after day and giving them prominent display or

a good deal of air time. A juror subjected to that kind of barrage and who

believes the accused is guilty, as in Irvin, is different from a juror who

2 5
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admits on voir dire than he read someplace or other of defendant's prior record.

Both kinds of jurors can be identified during voir dire, a process that is

becoming as sophisticated as communications. No longer is voir dire siiply

prosecutor and defense attorney asking the routine questions, but it often

includes questions prepared by psychologists and sociologists and analysis by

body language experts to better categorize potential jurors.

The Supreme Court has supported the distinction in types of jurors and

the method for identifying them. In HUrphy v. Florida the Courth upheld Justice

Clark's assertion in Irvin that impartial jurors do not have to be ignorant

jurors.
51

In Murphy the Court refused to grant a mistrial because some of the

jurors had known o.e trie defendant's prior convictions. Distinguishing Rideau,

Estes and Sheppard, in particular, the Court said:

The proceedings in these cases were entirely lacking in the
--solemnity and sobriety to which a defendant is entitled in a

system that subscribes to any notion of fetrness and rejects the
verdict of a mob. They cannot be made to stand for the proposition
that juror exposure to infcrmation about a state defendant's prior
convictions or to news accounts of the crime with which he is
charged alone presumptively deprives the defendant of due process. 52

After examining the voir dire the Court concluded that the voir dire

"indicated no such hostility to petitioner as to suggest a partiality that

could not be laid aside."

Assuming voir.dire yields a contrary result and 12 impartial jurors cannot

be found, or that the local atmosphere is too charged even to attempt finding

jurors, a judge, as Sheppard suggests, can order a change of venue, a change

of venire or continue the trial until emotions cool. Furthermore, once a jury

is selected it can be sequestered until the trail is over.

Venue changes are controlled by statute and judges may argue that the

changes they are permitted to make would not rectify the problem. Such was
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the case in Nebraska. In its opinion the Suprema Court detailed the populations

and presumptive news coverage in the counties where venue "might" be put, and

concluded that a change would not be helpful. 53 These possible new trial sites
k

were the eight counties that "adjoin"--touch in some way--Lincoln County, where

the crime occurred. The Nebraska statute, 29-1301, states that venue may be

changed because of prejudicial pre-trial publicity to "some adjoining county".

There is no provision allowing for another removal if the first move is unsat-

isfactory. 54

North Carolina also states that venue should be Changed to an "adjacent

county," but the statute allows for a second change if the first is insufficient.55

In addition case law gives the judge discretion to grant a change of venue in

a county farther away from the original one if he believes it is necessary. 56

Joan Little, for exauple, was tried four counties west of the place of the

crime, a move accomplished in one court proceeding.

Assuming that the Nebraska court felt barred by 29-1301, it does not follow

that the statute must remain as it is. It would seem to be a simple and_logical

matter to amend venue statutes so that trials could be moved further away from

the site of the crime than one county wbere such an accommodation would benefit

the accused and do less damage to the First Amendment than would a direct

restraint on the press.

Despite careful voir dire and change of venue, the argument may be made

that publicity is so widespread an impartial jury is nowhere to be found. As

one prosecutor put it, "You can't outrun Walter Cronkite." 57 This assertion is

debatable. In the recent past, well known defendants in two trials were acquitted

although there was a great deal of publicity before trial that cast them in

unfavorable light. John Connally WAS acquitted of accepting a bribe and Maurice

Stans and John Mitchell were acquitted of conspiracy to violate the Securities
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and Exchange Commission laws. Both verdicts were obtained with no change of

venue.

It must be emphasized that in Irvin and Rideau,where guilty verdicts and

subsequent new trials were granted, the two mejor pre-trial safeguards,careful

analysis of voir dire and change of venue)were not employed. In both cases

state courts did not adequately assess juror responses before empaneling them

and did not grant attorneydrequests to move the trials.

If a guilty verdict results despite careful voir dire, a change of venue

and jury sequesteration, the defendant is not without further remedy. He can

min a new trial if an appellate court believes that prejudice against him

remained. The isaue then becomes whether the price of an unrestrained press

is too high. Certainly it is cheaper in dollars and cents to restrain the

press than it is to conduct pre-trial hearings on voir dire and venue, to pay

bills for a sequestered jury and then possibly have a mistrial declared.

But dollars and cents should not be the only measurements. What is at

stake is also an important though less tangible costthe price of damaging

a mejor tool in fulfilling the purpose of the First Amendment. This idea of

an active press seems best to explain why reporters persist and probe--hound,

if one prefers--sources for information. It is conduct consistent with their

role in American society.

Highly questionable--even irresponsible--reporting sometimes occurs, but

that is a problem the country has been willing to live with. Justice White

concurring in Miami wrore:

The press would be unlicensed because in Jefferson's words '(W)here
the press is free, and every man able to read, all is safe. Any
other accommodationany other system that wuuld supplant private
control of the press with the heavy hand of government intrusion--
would make the government the censor of what the people may read
and know.58
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The foregoing analysis leads clearly to advocating totally unrestrained

press coverage of criminal trials. This includes the right of the press to

pursue information regardless of restrictions on the sources of information

such as attorneys. While advocating this view, it is also possible to accept

attempts by the courts and bar associations to control those within the

criminal justice system. The two positions are not inconsistent. It is a

question of understanding roles. The press is outside the system looking in,

probing, searching, exposing and explaining. Lawyers, judges, policemen are

inside it, to administer it and nake it work properly and fairly. If they

are remiss in their duties, it is not the responsibility of the press to

cover up the problems, but rather to expose them in the hope of fostering

improvement.

The defendant - -the locus of all this Ccincern--is not without remedy as

the struggle between press and court goes on. He can be guaranteed his Sixth

Amendment rights through a variety of means less costly to society than

silencing the press.
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On June 30 the U..3. Suoreme Court unanimously struck down

an order of the Nebraska Supreme Ccurt that prohibited reporters

from publishing certain information about an accused prior to

his trial. The Court rendered the judgment with five separate

opinions. The major one, written by Chief Justice Burger, said

the Nebraska order was unsupportable on its particular facts,

but the decision left open the possibility that a direct restraint

on the press may be upheld in some instances.1 Three of the

justices- -Brennan, Stewart and Marshall--in an opinion written

by Justice Brentian took the absolutist position--that a direct

restraint on the press never would be permissible. 2 Justice White

approached that view. In a one paragraph opinion he said there

was "grave doubt in my mind" that orders such as Nebraska's

5"would ever be justifiable. n Justice Powell, also writing

briefly, said that the party seeking a restrictive order had

a "unique burden" tc meet and would have to show, to satisfy

the justice, that the "threat" of an unfair trial "is posed

by the actual publicity sought to be restrained."4 And finally,

Justice Ltevens said he generall agreed with Justice Brennan

but was not prepared to rule out the legitimacy of a so-called

'gag order'in extraordinary circumstances.5

Chief JusAce Burger, joined by Powell, Rehnquist, Blackmun and

White, indicated that a restrictive order could stand if the lower

court imposing it made specific findings that less severe
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alternatives were certain to be ineffective--that prospective

jurors would in fact .be p2ejudiced and that as a result a defendant's

Sixth Amendment right to a fair trial and impartial jury would

noc be protected. The chief justice wroLe:

We find little in the record that goes to another aspect
of our task, determining whether measures short of an
order restraining all publication would have insured
the defendant a fair trial. Although the entry of the
order might be read as a judicial determination that
other measures would not suffice, tge trial court made no
express findings to that effect

And in closing his opinion Justice Burger said:

We cannot sa:i on t.lis record that alti,:rnatives-to a
prior restraint...would not have sufficiently mitigated
the adverse effects of :pretrial publicity so as to make
prior restraint unnecessary. Nor can we conclude that
the restraining order actually en.c,ered would serve its
intended purpose. Reasonable minds can have few doubts
about the gravity of the evil pretrial publicity can work'
but the probability tht it would do so here was not
demonstrated with.the de6ree of certainty our cases on
prior restraint require.'

While the majority Opinion does not immunize the press from

future restrictive orders, it nevertheless is helpful in clarify-

in6 the issues that remain. These seem to break down into three

major areas.

1. The Court suggests that the trial judse ,1:ust compile

some sort of rf!cord to sustain a gag order. Chief Justice Burger

indicates that the record probably would have to include what

reporters proposed to publicize, how widespread the dissemination

would be, why it is prejudicial and specifically, that other

measures short of a ga: order--chane of venue9 change of venire

(jury roll) or restrainin,-: court personnel--would be inadequate.

The Chief Justice seems to recognize the difficulty of this task:
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'alien a restrictive order is sought a court can
anticipate only part of what will develop that may
injure the accused. But information not so obviously
prejudicial may emerge and what may properly be pub-
lished in these "gray zone". circumstances may not
violate the restrictive order and yet be prejudicial.-

Will trial judges heed the justice's difficult guidelines?

Or will they issue restrictive orders in any event, compiling

the record the Chief Justice proposes but on facts that may

not support the action.

Assuming a judge does issue an carder, the problem of U.S. v.

Dickinson is raised anew. This is the 1972 case from the U.S.

Court of Appeals for the Fifth 'Circuit holding that the.press

must obey a gag order even if it appears on its face to be

unconstitutional. The press may ignore the ruling only after

an appellate court finds the gai; order to be illegal. Failure

to obey even an unconstitutional order results in contempt,'

croating a dilemma for the press. If reporters disregard the order

they may be jailed. But if they heed it and if trial proceedings

are not halted while the restraint is appealed, then important

reporting may not take place.

The Fifth Circuit, following a procedure set Out by the Supreme

Court, said that the contept convictions me.; be lifted if the

appellae court flnds the :38.7 order unconstitutional and remands

the case to the district court. This lower court can then decide

Whether in light of the illeal order the contempt convictions

should be lifted.10

Dickinson, of course, is only a 'Fifth Circuit case and federal

and state courts in other parts of the country are not bound by it.
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However, the Supreme Court refused to review the decision, leading

some to conclude that it could live with the result. This factor.

may give Dickinson added weight in other circuits.

2. In the body of his opinion Chief Justice Burger did not

address the alternative oZ cloSing court proceedin,:s altoP:ether.

Rather the emphasi:: 'was on restraining the press from reporting

events occlxringin open court. In a footnote, he, suggested tha.

pretrial.proceedin.gs may be closed "with the consent of the defend-,

ant when re.1,uiredMe" However the justice added, "We are not

now confronted with such issues;11

The suggestion, though, may.lead judges to circumvent gag

order problems by simply closing proceedins as did the late ()image

Oliver Carter during the pretrial stages of the .1'.atricia Hearst

TcaSe.

Perhaps the next round of litigation will include the question

of when closing proceedin ,s is re.uired. Should the defendant

unilaterally have the right to close them or is there a correspond-

in right of the public to :Know how the criminal process is beiniTz

administered and to be allowed into court?

5. Justices Burger and Brennan state that less restrictive

alternatives can be adequate. They point to curbing the flow of

prejudicial information at its s' urce by prohibitin

police and court ':;ersonnel from talking to the )..ess. Cne hL:s to

question the feasibility o:L' that alternatj.ve in liht of other

Cuurt action dune O. In two cases the justices refused to review
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the contempt convictions of reporters who would not disc1:,1s:

their sources. Trial judges had put restraints on c,,urt pirsonnel

to protect the defendants' rights and had questioned the reporters

to determine whether the orders had been violated.

An attorney who represented one of the press associations involve(

in the Nebraska case framed the issue in a succinct aPhorism when

he was interviewed June 30. The attorney wondered, he said, if

the Court was not allowing by the back door what it had prohibited

through the front.12
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